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French horn scales in thirds

I get a lot of questions about French horn fingering charts (both online and in lessons and sectionals) I wanted to create a page to hopefully reduce some of the mystery of french horn fingerings for all the different types of French horns. This page has fingering charts for all types of horns, including: Single
F, Bb, and F alt horn Double horn Double descant horn Triple horn as well as information on the hidden problem of all fingering charts – especially for younger players! French Horn Fingering Charts – Strengths and Weaknesses The biggest issue with these charts is what they don't show. While all of
these charts show recommended hints for each note, they don't give you all the possibilities. To see all the note possibilities for a double horn (or single F/Bb), you need something different. You need something like my harmonic comic sheet. This chart shows you the partial (or harmonics) for each
fingering on a double horn. All possible notes are displayed! Note that regardless of fingering, the range pattern (octave, fifth, fourth, larger third, etc) is the same. This is called overtone or harmonic series, and it is the basis of each brass instrument. You will see that some notes have numbers below
them. These figures indicate that a certain harmonic will be flat (shown by - the character) or sharp (shown by the + character). The number denotes cents from equal temperament (there are 100 cents in half a step). Here's why it's so important to know your harmonic series: Take a look at the line for an
open F-horn (in the middle of the page, marked F 0. You can see that you have all the expected open notes but if you look between 6th and 8th overtones, you'll see something unexpected. This 7th harmonic Bb is a hidden note – it's pitch is very flat, so Bb is almost never played open – but it's there. If
you slur a C-dur arpeggio, you need to use extra caution (and airspeed) between that G and C to miss Bb. If you look up and down the chart you will see that this flat 7th partial is present on each line, and in any case, this note/fingering combination does not appear on the standard fingering chart. Now
take a look at the third row (Bb 1). Notice the note between the 6th and 8th partial, and consider the opening to the 2nd movement of Mozart's 3rd horn concerto. Knowing that there is a hidden note between these two notes suddenly makes slur a whole lot easier! Single F Horn Fingering Chart This F
horn fingering chart has a couple of uses. The first, and most obvious, is if you play on a single F-horn. You need to know these fingerings. But even if you play a double horn, you should still memorize at least the two octaves from G below to G above the staff. The reason, of course, is for hand stops. As
you probably know, rule for stopped horns is to finger notes half a step lower than normal on the F side. To do this, you obviously need to know all your F horn fingerings! On my F horn fingering chart, the most common fingering is given first, and optional fingerings are given in parentheses. Note that not
every fingering is listed on my chart – I don't have the 7th or 11th partial listed, as they are not regularly used. You can find my F horn fingering chart here. Single Bb Horn Fingering Chart Here is a link to my fingering chart for single Bb horns. Like the F horn fingering chart, even if you're playing on a



double horn, it's a good idea to know all your Bb horn fingerings. Not only are there some very useful alternative fingerings, but if you end up playing a single Bb marching horn, you'll need them! Standard Bb single horns generally have 4 valves, the three main valves and a thumb key for a 3/4 ton stop
valve (halfway in length between 1st and 2nd valve slides). The stop valve allows you to play noted on the Bb hornet without transposing, using common fingerings (plus the stop valve). Some Bb-horns, however, have an A/stop thumb valve (which makes playing in some keys easier), while others also
have an F extension (which adds about 3 meter hoses to make open F horn notes easier to play). These extra valves, if present, can be combined (A/stop valves are common, with valve function determined by slide pulling, or a combined A/stop/F extension with manual turn valve) or separately (A/stop
valve controlled by the thumb, while the F extension is either an extra thumb key or a pinky key). An Alexander Bb single horn with a separate F-attachment and stop valve. The F-attachment (top of the rotor) and stop valve (second rotor from above) can be used together or separately. Note the 2 inch
levers. A single Bb-horn with a combined A/stop valve with a manual rotor. This rotor is turned by hand for either an A-valve (the same length as the 2nd valve) or stop valve (which adds the extra small piece of hoses. This horn could have an F-attachment, which would be used by removing the A/stop
valve and adding in the F-attachment image. Also keep in mind that while the F extension allows you to play open F-horn notes, the three main valves aren't quite long enough to use standard F horn fingerings, so while you can use them to get some lower notes than you might otherwise get, you can't
use normal F horn fingerings. You can find my Bb finger chart here. Keep in mind that my fingering diagram assumes that your horn has both an F extension and stop valve and that the F extension and stop valve are separate. If combined, then fingering F+ (F extension and stop valve) is not possible
and notes that use that combination is either unplayable or will need to use a different combination. Combination. F/Bb Horn Fingering Charts My fingering chart for an F/Bb double horn can be found here. This is similar to my single F fingering chart since the primary fingering(s) are given first, with
commonly used options given in parentheses. This diagram assumes that your double horn sits in F (that is, you press down on the thumb valve for bb horn), and T denotes using the trigger to switch to Bb horn. Generally speaking, you will switch from the F-horn to the Bb hornet on the second space Ab
(or G#) in the treble enclave. However, there are some notes in the lower register (especially low D and Db) that work much better on bb horns. As you become more comfortable with Bb horn fingerings in the middle and low register, you can also find some technical lines work better on bb horns. Like f
horn fingering charts, while there are common alternative fingerings listed, these are not extensive. To see all sorts of harmonics for a double horn use my harmonic series of diagrams. View my standard double horn fingering chart here. Single F alt/Mellophone Fingering Chart You can find my F
alt/mellophone fingering chart here. The fingerings for a single F-alto horn and mellophone are the same because they are essentially the same instrument with a different wrap and cones. Be aware that F alt horn (as well as descant and triple horn) are very sensitive to right position, and a slightly lazy or
out-of-place right hand will cause major inconsistencies intonation on these instruments. These instruments are also sensitive to the choice of mouthpieces. Using a large-bore nozzle on an F alt horn, or using a French horn nozzle with an adapter on a mellophone can cause intonation issues. That being
said, I encourage the use of ordinary horn nozzles on a mellophone, to facilitate switching back to the real horns. While most single F-alt horns are traditional, three-valve instruments, there are some that contain thumb keys. I have an Alexander F alt with a thumb valve that has a half-step or 3/4 ton
setting. Set it to 3/4 of a tone, and depressing all valves will give you the harmonious series of an open Bb horn. I haven't seen this feature on other F alt horns, although some have Bb extensions in the same way that the Bb horns have F extensions. My Alex's only F alt horn. Note the first valve glass has
an additional rotor. The manual rotor on the first valve closed. Note that it is the same length as the 2nd valve slide, and so is an E valve in this configuration. The manual rotor open. It's not quite as long as the first valve slide (which would be stop-valve length for an F-alto), but this valve (plus the other
three) makes a good open Bb harmonic series. In general, F alt horn does not have to stop valves. This is because lots of repertoire a single F alt horn does not require a handstop, and it the for F altstop is relatively easy – the finger notes a whole step lower (as opposed to half a step for the normal
length F horn). Here's a link to my F alt fingering chart Double Descant Bb/F alt Fingering Chart You can find my descant horn fingering chart here. Finding good fingering charts for these horns can be a little harder because there are so many different versions of these horns. Like bb horns, double
descants can have an A extension, a stop valve, an F extension, or any combination of these. Many times descants that have all of these will have them combined into a valve, so it is not always possible to use them completely independently, as with the only Bb hornmentioned above. With F alt horn
gives you a few more options in the lower register, though. In addition, please note that while most descants have stop valves, these only work on the Bb side of the instrument. This is because hand stopping on the high F side requires relatively easy full step down incorporation (as opposed to the half-
step of the usual F horn) Similarly, the F extension only works on the Bb side of the horn and while you can come up with some creative fingerings for the low register, they won't be the same as regular F hornings. A 5-valve descant generally has two thumb valves (one for bb/f altbyte valve, the other for
A/stop/F extension), while a 6 valve descant (which usually has a separate A/stop valve and F extension) often has two thumb valves and an additional valve for left-hand pinky. A Paxman descant with a stop valve/F attachment with a manual replacement valve. An Alexander compensate descant with a
separate F extension and Bb stop valve. It is difficult to see the two triggers, but note the fourth valve for pinky. Of course, these fingering charts can be very complex and confusing. They rely on the player to detect ins-and-outs of a particular instrument. Here's a link to my Bb/F altfingering chart. Note
that, like my single Bb fingering chart, I guess your horn has a separate F extension and stop valve. If they are a single valve, then fingering F+ (F extension plus stop valve) is not possible and notes that using that fingering is either unplayable or needs to use an alternative fingering. Triple Horn F/Bb/F
Alt Fingering Chart Here's my triple horn fingering chart (for F-alto triples). The triple horn, a relatively new design (at least from a practical point of view) has not yet been standardized by fingerings that double horns (or even double descant) have. I think part of the reason for this is the wide range of triple
horn designs and quality. The different valve layouts and cone configurations can cause different models to be played drastically differently. The triple horn is about compromise, and different compromises mean different Grip. Additionally, some triple horn models have Alt alt sections, while some (notably
Englebert Schmid) use Eb alt for the highest horn. Eb alto idea has some advantages, but many players (myself included) still prefer F alt horn. Since I'm not very familiar with Eb alt horn, I use F altfingerings for my chart. On my particular instrument (a Paxman 75M) I use the F alto side as more of a
color/timbre shift than a high-note option. Sometimes I like to use the low F-side quite a bit from third space C to high G for a specific tonal color. On my horn, I find the F alt side is a great for lighter tone colors, while the low F side has a nice, slightly brassy character when pushed. The Bb horn is
somewhere in the middle of the two. There are many manufacturers of triple horns who strive to match the horns so that they all play and sound equal (at least, as much as possible). This is certainly a valid philosophy, but I don't think any manufacturer has got it 100% right. If you're going to play a triple
horn, there's going to be compromises. It is important that you are aware (and okay) with them before you buy. Here's a link to my triple horn fingering chart. Of interest in completeness, I have tried to include as many practical fingerings for all three horns as space allows. This way you can discover what
works best for your specific instrument and make your own fingering chart! Need more help with fingerings? You can always get in touch with me using one of the methods on my contact page. In addition, I offer horn lessons both in-person and online for all levels of students! Students!
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